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ABSTRACT 

Medium- and high-strength steel components working in contact with hydrogen-rich environments must be 

appropriately designed in order to provide safe and reliable service during their entire lifespan. In this 

context, the present paper aims to study hydrogen diffusion and trapping in a quenched and tempered 

42CrMo4 steel by means of electrochemical permeation methods. The effect of quenching from a high 

austenitizing temperature and applying a plastic deformation of 10% and 20%, were also evaluated. 

In general terms, the results showed that with increasing cathodic current (amount of hydrogen introduced 

in the steel specimen), the apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient also increases up to a maximum constant 

value that corresponds to the lattice hydrogen diffusion coefficient, DL. Quenching the steel from a high 

austenitizing temperature decreases hydrogen diffusivity and increases the density of traps. On the other 

hand, microstructural trapping increases (increase in the dislocation density) and the diffusion coefficients 

decrease after applying a cold plastic deformation. All the aforementioned modifications related to the 

permeation of hydrogen throughout the microstructure of the steel were finally correlated with changes in 

the steel´s hardness. 

KEYWORDS: Hydrogen permeation, hydrogen diffusion, materials degradation, hydrogen trapping, 

42CrMo4 steel. 

 

1. INTRODUCTION 

Hydrogen atoms can enter into steel components during pickling, electric discharge machining, electrolytic 

coating from aqueous media, cathodic protection and also due to corrosion phenomena in different 

environments [1-4]. Under these circumstances, proton reduction results in the formation of adsorbed 

hydrogen atoms on the steel surface and, although most of the adsorbed hydrogen atoms evolved from the 

steel surface as hydrogen molecules (two adsorbed hydrogen atoms combine to form a hydrogen H2 

molecule), part of them are absorbed into the steel as atomic hydrogen. The hydrogen absorbed by structural 

steels can produce significant embrittlement, characterized by a drastic reduction in their most important 

mechanical properties (tensile strength, elongation, fracture toughness and fatigue crack propagation rate) 

[5-8]. Therefore, the characterization of hydrogen behaviour in steels is important for the understanding, 

prediction, and prevention of hydrogen embrittlement. 

Internal hydrogen is present in steels either as interstitial atoms located in interstitial lattice sites or trapped 

at specific microstructural locations, such as dislocations, grain boundaries, internal interphases, non-

metallic inclusions, etc. [9]. In this latter case, a distinction is usually made between reversible and 

irreversible trapping based on the binding energy of each trap. Traps with a high binding energy (>50 

kJ/mol) are defined as irreversible traps and the hydrogen atoms trapped in them are considered non-

diffusible. Reversible traps, on the other hand, are sites from which hydrogen atoms can escape due to 

fluctuations in thermal energy. The diffusible hydrogen, i.e. the hydrogen able to move through the steel 

microstructure, is hence the sum of interstitial and reversible hydrogen atoms, and local equilibrium is 

usually assumed to exist between the two [10, 11]. Reliable and useful information on all these processes 
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can be obtained using electrochemical permeation techniques, locating the specimen of interest between 

hydrogen charging and oxidation electrolytic cells. Furthermore, thermal desorption analysis (TDA), 

usually used to determine hydrogen desorption characteristics, provides useful and complementary 

information about trapping sites and hydrogen contents. 

The evaluation of hydrogen uptake, permeation and transport in metals using electrochemical techniques 

was developed by Devanathan and Stachurski [12]. Both the practical use and guidelines of these techniques 

regarding the preparation of specimens, control and monitoring of environmental variables, test procedure 

and analyses of results are described in the ASTM G148 standard [13]. In these tests, a thin metal membrane 

(the working specimen) is placed for testing between two independent electrochemical cells. Hydrogen is 

then introduced into the membrane entry side and diffuses through the membrane until escaping through 

its exit side, where it is immediately electrochemically oxidised and detected as a density current. 

The practical use of permeation tests is based on the existence of well-defined hydrogen entry conditions 

on the input side of the membrane (rapid establishment of a certain hydrogen concentration beneath the 

entry side of the tested specimen) in order to ensure that the measured permeation hydrogen flux is fully 

controlled by diffusion laws and that hydrogen transport is mainly due to hydrogen atoms hopping between 

interstitial lattice sites. However, the facts that surface processes on the entry side are usually quite slow 

and that hydrogen trapping or de-trapping always takes place during hydrogen transport through the 

membrane specimen may also be considered. These problems especially affect structural steels, in which 

the mobility of hydrogen is high, and which also have a high trapping capacity [14]. The use of successive 

partial build-up and decay transients produced by a relatively small increase or decrease in hydrogen 

concentration has been proven to be a good technique to reduce these problems [14, 15]. 

Assuming that the kinetics of hydrogen transport is governed by diffusion through the lattice (interstitial 

diffusion), along with trapping and de-trapping at specific microstructural sites, permeation results hence 

are dependent on the progressive filling of both reversible and irreversible traps. Therefore, hydrogen 

diffusivity is sensitive to the increase in the subsurface hydrogen concentration, increasing with it until a 

constant value is detected. That value corresponds to the real lattice hydrogen diffusion coefficient of the 

steel, when all the microstructural traps have been completely filled [16-18]. 

Typically, single hydrogen permeation tests are performed by applying a constant cathodic current density 

until the permeation current density reaches a steady state value, Jss. The most common values of this current 

found in the literature vary between 1 and 10 mA/cm2, although smaller or larger cathodic current density 

values have sometimes been applied. For example [19] used 0.25 mA/cm2, whereas, [17] applied cathodic 

currents within the range of 5-200 mA/cm2. In tests of this type, a unique value of the hydrogen diffusion 

coefficient, Dapp, is calculated. This permeation transient is usually followed by a decay transient (hydrogen 

discharge phase), during which hydrogen effuses out of the specimen after the cathodic current is switched 

off. This procedure is often used to determine the density of reversible traps in the steel. Nevertheless, 

depending on the steel microstructure (traps nature and density) and the applied cathodic current (amount 

of hydrogen generated on the hydrogen charged surface of the specimen), the single permeation transient 

methodology is not appropriate to fully characterize the interaction between hydrogen and microstructure, 

as microstructural traps are progressively filled and the hydrogen diffusion coefficient is not constant but 

in fact dependent on trap filling. In this respect, hydrogen permeation standard ASTM G148 [13] advises 

performing at least two consecutive processes of hydrogen charge and discharge in order to measure 

hydrogen diffusion in the presence of empty and filled microstructural traps. In fact, [20] performed three 

successive hydrogen charge/discharge cycles in order to characterize diffusivity in a structural steel with 

different pre-strains. Additionally, [21,22] have demonstrated the need to record successive permeation 

transients in order to study the evolution of the hydrogen diffusion coefficient versus the applied cathodic 

current. Moreover, the partial charge/discharge method proposed by Zakroczymski [23] and extensively 

applied by [24-27] has proven to be a convenient technique to measure diffusion coefficients under 

equilibrium conditions and thus determine diffusion coefficients.  
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As previously mentioned, the transport of hydrogen in steels is affected by numerous factors. In particular, 

plastic deformation and internal stresses can lead to a notable change in hydrogen mobility and trapping. 

Kumnick and Johnson [28] investigated the effect of cold plastic deformation on hydrogen diffusion in 

annealed Armco steel, while other authors have performed similar studies in different irons and steels [20, 

29-31]. All these researchers observed a delay in hydrogen diffusivity when increasing the applied plastic 

deformation, as the greater the applied strain, the greater the dislocation density in the steel, which 

comprises the most important source of microstructural traps in conventional steels. The binding energy 

generally attributed to dislocations is around 25-30 kJ/mol [9, 32-35]. The increase in dislocation density 

due to plastic deformation will hence increase the amount of reversible hydrogen trapped in the steel, 

thereby increasing hydrogen embrittlement. On the other hand, [36] reports that hydrogen diffusion 

coefficient decreases and hydrogen absorption increases with the increase of the austenitizing temperature, 

and similar results were obtained by [37] when coarser grain sizes were produced applying a higher heat 

input in welding.  

In this study, we have combined electrochemical permeation tests and thermal desorption analysis to 

identify hydrogen diffusion and trapping phenomena in a quenched and tempered 42CrMo4 steel. The 

effects of quenching from a high austenitizing temperature in order to increase the prior austenite grain size 

and the application of a cold plastic deformation were also studied. 

 

2. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE 

 

2.1 Material 

A commercial 42CrMo4 steel was used in the present study. Its chemical composition is shown in Table 1.  

Table 1. Chemical composition of 42CrMo4 steel (weight %) 

Steel C Cr Mo Mn Si P S 

42CrMo4 0.42 0.98 0.22 0.62 0.18 0.008 0.002 

 

Hot rolled plates (250x250x12 mm3) of 42CrMo4 steel (normalized and tempered) were submitted to a heat 

treatment consisting in austenitizing at 845ºC for 40 min, followed by quenching in room temperature water 

(WQ) and tempering at 700ºC for 2 h (42CrMo4_700).  

The room temperature (RT) hardness, tensile properties, and fracture toughness of the steel, obtained in 

previous studies [38,39], are summarized in Table 2.  

Table 2. Hardness (HV), tensile properties and fracture toughness of 42CrMo4_700 steel grade [38, 39] 

Steel Grade Heat treatment HV 
σys 

[MPa] 

σuts 

[MPa] 

E 

[%] 

RA 

[%] 

J0.2/BL 

[kJ/m2] 

42CrMo4_700 845ºC/40min+WQ+T700ºC/2h 207 622 710 22 61 580 

 

Different degrees of plastic deformation were applied at RT in a laboratory rolling mill in order to correlate 

the applied plastic strain, and thus the dislocation density variation, with changes in hydrogen diffusion 

coefficient and trap density values. Thin sheets of 42CrMo4_700 were cold rolled to obtain a reduction in 

thickness of 10% (42CrMo4_700-10%) and 20% (42CrMo4_700-20%). The influence of quenching from 

a high austenitizing temperature on hydrogen diffusion and trapping was also assessed. For this purpose, 

42CrMo4_700 plates were austenitized at 1200ºC for 20 minutes followed by oil quenching and tempering 

at 700ºC for 2h, obtaining the coarse-grained steel grade denoted as 42CrMo4_700-CG 
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2.2 Microstructural characterization  

The microstructures of the heat-treated steels were examined using a JEOL-JSM5600 scanning electron 

microscope (SEM), under an acceleration voltage of 20 kV. The samples were previously ground, then 

polished with diamond paste and finally etched with Nital-2%. Vilella’s reagent etching was also used to 

determine the average prior austenite grain size. Vickers hardness measurements, applying a load of 30 kg 

for 15 s, were performed on the base and coarser grained steel grades (42CrMo4_700 and 42CrMo4_700-

CG) as well as in the deformed (42CrMo4_700-10% and 42CrMo4_700-20%) samples. At least five 

measurements were made in all cases, subsequently calculating the average hardness value. 

2.3 Electrochemical hydrogen permeation tests 

The hydrogen transport and trapping behaviour of 42CrMo4 steel quenched and tempered at 700ºC for 2 h 

(42CrMo4_700, 10% and 20% plastically deformed and coarse-grained steel) was characterized by means 

of electrochemical permeation tests. Flat specimens measuring 20x20 mm were machined and ground until 

a thickness of 1.1 mm. Then, both surfaces were ground with 1200 grit SiC paper to achieve a final sample 

thickness of 1±0.05 mm. A circular exposed area of 1.25 cm2 was always used. 

The permeation tests were performed in a double electrolytic cell based on the one developed by 

Devanathan and Stachurski [12], as shown in Fig. 1(a). With an approximate volume of 300 ml, both cells 

satisfy the ASTM G148 [13] recommendation of a solution volume-to-surface area ratio greater than 20 

ml/cm2. 

Both cells are separated by the specimen, which is the working electrode (WE) in each cell. The cathodic 

cell, where hydrogen generation takes places (hydrogen is cathodically generated and adsorbed on the 

surface of the metal via the application of a cathodic current), was filled with an acid solution (pH≈1) 

composed of 1M H2SO4 and 0.25g/l As2O3 to mitigate hydrogen recombination reactions. The other side 

of the specimen, the anodic cell, where hydrogen oxidation occurs, was filled with a basic solution 

(pH≈12.5) of 0.1M NaOH. The hydrogen reduction and oxidation reactions that take place in each cell, are 

shown in Fig. 1(b). Thin platinum plates with a total surface area of 1 cm2 (similar to the specimen’s 

permeated area) were used as counter electrodes (CE). A reference silver-silver chloride electrode 

(Ag/AgCl, RE) with a Luggin capillary was employed in the anodic cell and the equipment used for data 

acquisition was a pocketSTAT Ivium potentiostat with a current operation range of ±10 mA. All tests were 

performed at room temperature. 

Before commencing the tests, it is necessary to decrease the background current density in the anodic cell 

to a steady-state value below 0.1 µA/cm2 (which must be subtracted from the measured oxidation current 

prior to data analysis). To this end, an homogeneous palladium coating (around 1-2 µm thick measured by 

SEM) was electrodeposited on the anodic side of the sample from a commercial palladium bath containing 

2 g/l Pd, applying a current density of 3 mA/cm2 for 5 min. Hydrogen oxidation is thereby enhanced in the 

anodic cell, ensuring a virtually zero hydrogen concentration on the exit side of the specimen (Fig. 1(b)). 

In fact, there is general consensus as to the importance of using palladium coatings on the detection side of 

ferrous samples so that the permeation results may be reliably exploited, in order to ensure the oxidation of 

hydrogen atoms on palladium-coated surfaces under most charging conditions [40]. Moreover, the 

possibility of having introduced hydrogen in the sample during the process of Pd electrodeposition was 

discarded, as different hydrogen measurements were performed on the Pd-coated samples obtaining values 

below 0.1 ppm in all cases. 
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 1 (a) Scheme of the modified D-S double-cell employed in the hydrogen permeation experiments; (b) hydrogen 

reduction and oxidation reactions. 

Consequently, the permeation method employed in this study, shown in Fig. 2(a), consisted in record 

several partial build-up permeation transients by sequentially increasing the cathodic current density until 

reaching a steady-state value of the hydrogen diffusion coefficient. Operating in this way, saturation of all 

the microstructural traps is ensured in the last transient, thus allowing the true value of the lattice hydrogen 

diffusion coefficient of the steel, DL (hydrogen diffusion barely affected by the presence of microstructural 

traps) to be obtained. Different stepped permeation tests were performed under different cathodic current 

densities in order to obtain a complete set of data under cathodic current densities ranging from 0.25 to 4-

6 mA/cm2, depending on the steel grade. 

Additionally, single permeation transients, such as the one shown in Fig. 2(b), were also recorded in order 

to experimentally measure the amount of hydrogen introduced in the specimens once a steady-state 

hydrogen flux (Jss) was achieved. Single permeation tests were performed under different cathodic current 
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densities (0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 and 2 mA/cm2) in order to establish the relationship between the cathodic 

current, hydrogen diffusion coefficient and hydrogen concentration in the steel.  

The hydrogen content was measured at the end of the single permeation tests on a LECO DH603 hydrogen 

analyser. Before starting the measurement, the sample was cleaned with acetone and carefully dried using 

cold air. The analysis to determine the hydrogen concentration consisted in keeping the sample at 1100ºC 

for 400 s and is based in the difference in thermal conductivity between a reference gas flow of pure nitrogen 

and a secondary flow composed of nitrogen and the hydrogen thermally extracted from the sample.  

  
(a) (b) 

Fig. 2. Hydrogen permeation build-up tests: (a) stepped permeation transients and (b) single permeation transient 

The apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient, Dapp, was calculated for each permeation transient according 

to the “time lag, tlag,” method, using Equation (1), derived from Fick’s solutions under the appropriate 

boundary conditions [13]. 

𝐷𝑎𝑝𝑝 =
𝐿2

𝑀 ∙ 𝑡𝑙𝑎𝑔
 (1) 

 

Where L is the specimen thickness; tlag, the time needed to reach 63% of the steady-state permeation current, 

Jss; and M, a constant with a value equal to 6 (for J=63%Jss).  

The apparent sub-surface hydrogen concentration on the charging side of the sample, C0app, can be 

determined according to Equation (2): 

𝐶0𝑎𝑝𝑝 =
𝐽𝑠𝑠 ∙ 𝐿

𝐷𝑎𝑝𝑝 ∙ 𝐹
 (2) 

 

where Jss is the steady state permeation current and F, the Faraday constant (96485 C/mol). C0app can be 

converted from mol/cm3 to ppm wt. by multiplying by MH/Fe, MH being the molar mass of hydrogen (1 

g/mol) and ρFe the density of iron (7.87 g/cm3). 

The relationship between the hydrogen generated by cathodic polarization on the charging side of the 

specimen, Jc, and the permeation current density detected on the exit side, Jss, obeys Equation (3), in which 

η is the efficiency of the permeation process, which mainly depends on the hydrogen recombination rate 

(Hads+Hads→H2 (gas)) at the entry surface.  

𝐽𝑠𝑠 = 𝜂 ∙ 𝐽𝑐 (3) 
 

 Trap density evaluation  
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Stepped build-up hydrogen permeation transients were also used to evaluate the concentration of trapped 

hydrogen, Nt. The mathematical formulation that allows the calculation of Nt is based on the formalisms 

developed by McNabb-Foster [41] and Oriani [10], subsequently improved by Kumnick and Johnson [28, 

42], who proposed two different approaches for determining the value of Nt depending on the degree of 

trap occupancy.  

When trap occupancy is low, the density trapping sites, Nt, can be determined according to Equation (4),  

 

𝑁𝑡 = 𝑁𝐿 (
𝐷𝐿

𝐷𝑎𝑝𝑝
− 1) ∙ 𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−

𝐸𝑏

𝑅 ∙ 𝑇
) (4) 

 

where DL is the value of the lattice hydrogen diffusion coefficient of the studied steel (obtained in the last 

transient, when all traps are filled); Dapp the apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient calculated in the first 

permeation transient to guarantee low trap occupancy; Eb the trap binding energy; R the gas constant and; 

T, the absolute temperature (298 K). As many authors have considered 27-30 kJ/mol a typical value for 

hydrogen trapped in dislocations in steels [22, 26, 43-45] and other authors have determined values in the 

range 24-30 kJ/mol for typical reversible traps in steels [24, 32, 34, 46, 47], an Eb value of 27 kJ/mol was 

considered in this paper. NL is the density of the interstitial sites in the steel, which can be calculated as 

proposed by Krom and Bakker [48], by means of Equation (5).  

𝑁𝐿 =
𝑁𝐴 ∙ 𝛽 ∙ 𝜌𝐹𝑒

𝑀𝐹𝑒
 (5) 

 

NA being the Avogadro constant (6.022×1023 at/mol); β=6, the number of tetrahedral interstitial sites per 

atom in the Fe BCC crystal lattice; MFe, the molar mass of iron (55.8 g/mol); and ρFe, the density of iron 

(7.87 g/cm3). The value of NL obtained using Equation (5) is 5.1×1029 sites/m3. 

For high trap occupancy (trap saturation), the trapping site density, Nt, was calculated following Equation 

(6):  

𝑁𝑡 =
𝐶0𝑎𝑝𝑝

3
(

𝐷𝐿𝐹𝑒

𝐷𝐿
− 1) ∙ 𝑁𝐴 (6) 

 

where C0app is the apparent hydrogen sub-surface concentration in the charging side of the sample, 

calculated from Equation (2) in the last build-up transient; DL is the lattice hydrogen diffusion coefficient 

estimated in this last build-up transient, where traps are fully filled; DLFe is the value of the lattice hydrogen 

diffusion coefficient in pure iron (a value of 7.3×10-9 m2/s, as reported by [49], was considered in this 

paper), and NA is the Avogadro constant. Authors such as [43, 50, 51], among others, used this same 

approach.  

 

3. RESULTS  

3.1 Microstructural characterization 

The microstructure of the 42CrMo4 steel austenitized at 845ºC for 45 minutes, quenched in water and 

tempered at 700ºC for 2h (42CrMo4_700, fine grain) is shown in Fig. 3(a, b). It consists of tempered 

martensite, with a HV hardness of 207 and an average prior austenite grain size (PAGS) of 20 µm, measured 

on the as-quenched steel, whose microstructure is shown in Fig. 3(e).  
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The profuse carbide precipitation that has taken place during the tempering stage can be clearly observed. 

These carbides (Fe-Cr rich carbides [52, 53]) are evenly distributed throughout the microstructure, with the 

larger, elongated carbides (with lengths of between 0.5 and 1 µm, Fig. 3(b)) located in the interfaces of the 

martensitic laths (the average width of this units is around 0.5 m, and the spherical and smaller carbides 

(smaller than 0.5 µm) precipitated inside these laths (Fig. 3(b)) 

The Vickers hardness, HV, measured in the cold rolled samples of 42CrMo4_700 steel was 244 and 259 

for plastic deformations of 10% and 20% respectively. The increase in hardness with respect to the base 

steel is associated with an increase in dislocation density resulting from work hardening.  

Fig. 3(c, d) shows the microstructure corresponding to the 42CrMo4 steel grade with a coarser grain size 

(42CrMo4_700-CG), produced using a higher austenitizing temperature. The microstructure also consists 

of tempered martensite with homogeneous carbide precipitation. However, this steel grade presents a PAGS 

of 150 m (with a corresponding increase in the average size of its martensite laths and packets), which 

was also measured in the as-quenched condition, Fig. 3(f). This finding can be explained in terms of the 

greater thermal drop applied to quench the 42CrMo4_700-CG steel grade (quenched from 1200ºC, instead 

of from 845ºC in the case of 42CrMo4_700). A more distorted martensitic structure is hence produced, 

with higher internal stresses and, consequently, a higher dislocation density [54], which is reflected in its 

higher hardness of 230 HV. Distortion differences between these two steel grades can be qualitatively 

appreciated comparing the morphology of martensite lath and block interfaces (yellow dotted lines in Fig. 

3(b, d)). 

 

  
(a)  (b)  
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(c) (d) 

  
(e) (f) 

Fig. 3. SEM microstructures of the (a, b) 42CrMo4_700 and (c, d) 42CrMo4_700-CG steel grades (dotted lines show 

interfaces between martensitic laths). PAGS observed in the as-quenched microstructures of (e) fine-grain and (f) 

coarse-grain steel grades         

 

3.2 Evolution of the hydrogen diffusion coefficient in 42CrMo4_700 

Fig. 4 shows the evolution of the permeation current, J, in the successive permeation build-up transients 

produced when the cathodic current density in the charging cell, Jc, was incrementally increased from          

0.5 mA/cm2 up to a final current density of 4 mA/cm2 using 0.5 mA/cm2 steps. Table 3 gives the values of 

the applied cathodic current density, Jc, and the steady-state permeation current density, Jss, along with the 

efficiency of the process, η. The apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient obtained using the time lag value 

(Equation (1)) in each transient, Dapp, and the apparent hydrogen sub-surface cathodic concentration, C0app 

(Equation (2)), are also included in the same table.  
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Fig.4. Evolution of the permeation current density, J, for successive increments of the cathodic current density, Jc. 

42CrMo4_700. Applied Jc: 0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5 mA/cm2 

Table 3. Values of the cathodic current density, Jc; steady-state permeation current density, Jss; efficiency of the 

permeation process, η; time lag, tlag; apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient of each permeation transient, Dapp; and 

apparent subsurface hydrogen concentration on the charging side of the specimen, C0app 

Permeation 

transient 

Jc 

[mA/cm2] 

Jss 

[µA/cm2] 

η 

[%] 

tlag 

[s] 

Dapp 

[m2/s] 

C0app 

[ppm] 

1 0.5 40.3 7.8 555 2.7×10-10 -- 

2 1.0 70.4 6.8 215 7.0×10-10 1.26 

3 1.5 88.6 5.7 220 6.8×10-10 1.62 

4 2.0 100.8 4.8 180 8.4×10-10 1.51 

5 2.5 116.2 4.5 225 6.7×10-10 2.17 

6 3.0 132.6 4.3 260 5.8×10-10 2.87 

7 3.5 148.0 4.1 190 7.9×10-10 2.34 

8 4.0 161.8 3.9 230 6.5×10-10 3.10 

 

Note that an increase in the cathodic current density is always followed by a proportional jump in the steady-

state permeation current, reflecting an increase in the subsurface hydrogen concentration on the charging 

side of the specimen. A fairly uniform Dapp value was already obtained after the second step. 

The relationship between Jc and Jss is the efficiency of the permeation process, Equation (3), which depends 

mainly on the hydrogen fugacity in the cathodic face of the specimen. Fig. 5 provides a graphic 

representation of the value of η versus the applied cathodic current density. Note that the efficiency of the 

process is considerably low (below 8%) and continuously decreases with increasing the applied cathodic 

current density. This information is useful to establish cathodic charging conditions, where the use of low 

charging current densities (between 0.5-2 mA/cm2) is more convenient.  
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Fig. 5. Efficiency, η, of the permeation process vs. the applied cathodic current density, Jc.                                                                                                         

42CrMo4_700. Applied Jc: 0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5+0.5 mA/cm2 

The results of all the stepped permeation tests carried out under different cathodic current densities with 

the 42CrMo4_700 steel grade are shown in Fig. 6, in which the evolution of the apparent hydrogen diffusion 

coefficient is represented versus the applied cathodic current density. In accordance with the work carried 

out by Raina et al. [16], three different regimes can be distinguished depending on trap occupancy:  

(I) In the first build-up transient, the hydrogen traps are empty, and the obtained apparent diffusion 

coefficient is the lowest. An average value of 2.7×10-10 m2/s was measured under applied Jc 

values of 0.25 and 0.5 mA/cm2, corresponding to hydrogen transport under high interaction of 

hydrogen atoms with microstructural traps.  

(II) Hydrogen atoms progressively fill the microstructural traps present in the steel, the effect of 

traps progressively decreases and, consequently, the Dapp value increases in this region. 

(III) Finally, the hydrogen traps become practically saturated and there is no more trapping effect, 

only lattice diffusion. Thus, the hydrogen diffusion coefficient becomes approximately 

constant, regardless of the applied cathodic current density. This value corresponds to the 

lattice hydrogen diffusion coefficient of the steel, DL. An average DL value of around       8×10-

10 m2/s was obtained with the results corresponding to the highest Jc density currents.  

It is thus evident that the stepped build-up transient method employed in this study is suitable for studying 

hydrogen diffusion evolution with microstructural hydrogen trapping in steels, ultimately allowing the 

determination of the so-called lattice hydrogen diffusion coefficient, DL.  
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Fig. 6. The apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient, Dapp, vs. the applied cathodic current density, Jc obtained in all 

the build-up permeation transients. 42CrMo4_700. 

3.3 Determination of hydrogen contents in 42CrMo4_700 

Experimental hydrogen measurements were performed in the Leco DH 603 hydrogen analyser after 

cathodic charging in order to correlate the evolution of the apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient not only 

with the applied cathodic current density, but also with the total hydrogen concentration introduced in the 

steel microstructure, CT. With this aim in mind, single permeation transients were recorded under 0.25, 0.5, 

0.75, 1 and 2 mA/cm2 cathodic current densities, using 1 mm thickness samples of 42CrMo4_700 grade.  

In order to obtain an accurate value of the hydrogen concentration in the permeated specimen at the end of 

the single permeation tests, a simple unidirectional diffusion finite element analysis (FEA) was performed 

using Abaqus, employing Fick´s law described in Equation (7), in order to correct the permeated area, 

where hydrogen is trapped. J represents the hydrogen flux; Dapp the apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient; 

and CH, the hydrogen concentration in the specimen.  

𝐽 = −𝐷𝑎𝑝𝑝 ∇𝐶𝐻 (7) 
 

A caption of the hydrogen distribution during the course of a permeation process through a 1 mm-thick 

steel membrane is presented in Fig. 7. A hydrogen permeation area of 1.33 cm2 was determined when the 

initial permeation area on the charging side of the specimen was 1.25 cm2. A correction factor of 1.06 was 

subsequently employed to calculate CT in Table 4.  

III 

II 

I 
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Fig.7. Abaqus simulation. Hydrogen distribution during the course of a permeation experiment using a membrane 

thickness of 1 mm  

The values of the experimentally determined total hydrogen concentrations, CT, are shown in Table 4, along 

with the corresponding values of the steady-state permeation density currents, Jss.  

Table 4. Hydrogen concentration determined using a Leco analyser, CT, after hydrogen charging under different 

cathodic current densities in single permeation tests 

Jc 

[mA/cm2] 

Jss 

[µA/cm2] 

CT 

[ppm] 

0.25 21.8 0.78 

0.5 40.8 1.03 

0.75 49.2 2.32 

1 77.4 4.16 

2 105.8 4.15 

 

Finally, Fig. 8 shows the relationship obtained between the apparent diffusion coefficient, Dapp and the 

experimentally measured total hydrogen concentration in the specimen, CT. The three zones already shown 

in Fig. 6 were now also defined as a function of the total hydrogen concentration present in the steel. The 

lattice hydrogen diffusion coefficient of the steel, DL, was reached when the total hydrogen concentration 

in the steel was between 3 and 4 ppm (most of the microstructural hydrogen traps were filled). 

H 
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Fig.8. Apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient vs. average hydrogen concentration in the specimen, CT 

3.4 Influence of quenching from a high austenitizing temperature 

In order to compare the behaviour of the 42CrMo4_700 and 42CrMo4_700-CG steel grades, the permeation 

curves corresponding to the stepped build-up transients (0.5→4 mA/cm2) obtained under cathodic current 

density increments of 0.5+0.5+1+1+1 mA/cm2 are shown in Fig. 9. Table 5 provides the values, for both 

steel grades, of the applied cathodic current density, Jc, the steady-state permeation current density, Jss, the 

apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient obtained in each transient, Dapp, and the apparent hydrogen sub-

surface cathodic concentration calculated on the charging side of the specimen, C0app (these values can only 

be calculated when Dapp reaches a stable value; the last transient in these cases). 

 

Fig. 9. Stepped permeation transients of base and coarse-grained 42CrM4-700 steel. Applied Jc: 0.5+0.5+1+1+1 

mA/cm2 

I 

II 
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Table 5. Influence of prior austenite grain size on stepped permeation transients under applied Jc values of 

0.5+0.5+1+1+1 mA/cm2. Current density, Jc; steady-state permeation current density, Jss; apparent hydrogen 

diffusion coefficient of each permeation transient, Dapp, and apparent subsurface hydrogen concentration on the 

charging side of the specimen, C0app 

Permeation 

transient 

Jc 

[mA/cm2] 

42CrMo4_700 42CrMo4_700-CG 

Jss 

[µA/cm2] 

Dapp 

[m2/s] 

C0app 

[ppm] 

Jss 

[µA/cm2] 

Dapp 

[m2/s] 

C0app 

[ppm] 

1 0.5 40.4 2.2×10-10 --- 35.7 1.5×10-10 --- 

2 1 74.0 5.0×10-10 --- 70.1 3.6×10-10 --- 

3 2 127.2 6.0×10-10 --- 118.3 4.9×10-10 --- 

4 3 161.1 8.2×10-10 2.33 154.8 6.6×10-10 --- 

5 4 194.7 8.7×10-10 2.65 185.6 7.4×10-10 3.51 

 

Note that the measured value of Dapp is lower in the coarser grain microstructure for all the applied cathodic 

current densities, while the C0app values are higher. Quenching the steel from a higher austenitizing 

temperature yields a coarser, more distorted martensitic structure, with higher internal stresses and hence a 

higher dislocation density. These differences are maintained after the final tempering treatment, thereby 

explaining the aforementioned results. In line with our results, [36] also measured a lower hydrogen 

diffusion coefficient, along with higher dislocation density and structural distortion, as quenching 

temperature is increased (larger austenite grain size) in a Cr-Mo-V steel quenched and tempered at 700ºC. 

On the other hand, the first and successive Dapp values obtained with the base 42CrMo4_700 steel barely 

differ from those already presented in Table 3. 

Fig. 10, which (similarly to Fig. 6) shows the evolution of the apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient in 

terms of the applied cathodic current density, gathers all the data obtained with all the permeation tests 

performed on the coarse-grained steel grade, 42CrMo4_700-CG, using different cathodic current densities. 

The average lowest value of the apparent diffusion coefficient, determined in the first build-up transient 

when hydrogen diffuses through a microstructure with empty traps, is around 2.2×10-10 m2/s, while the 

lattice hydrogen diffusion coefficient of this steel, DL, is around 7×10-10 m2/s.  
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Fig. 10. Evolution of the apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient, Dapp, vs. the applied cathodic current density, Jc. 

Coarse grain 42CrMo4_700-CG 

Moreover, Table 6 now presents the trap occupancy or density of trapping sites, Nt, determined on the two 

steel grades using Equations (4) and (6). An increase in the density of trapping sites in the coarse-grained 

steel grade was obtained. Furthermore, given that an approximate and hypothetical single trap binding 

energy (Eb=27 kJ/mol) was employed in Equation (4), the density of hydrogen trapping sites obtained using 

both equations was quite similar (in both steel grades). The average value of Nt is also presented in Table 

6. It is also noted that most carbides are aligned along martensite lath interfaces (Fig. 3), where dislocations 

also concentrate, being difficult to separate and differentiate tempered carbides, martensite lath, block and 

packet interfaces and dislocations as hydrogen traps in quenched and tempered steels. The Eb value we have 

used in the manuscript is usually assigned to dislocations but, as we have already mentioned, carbides and 

internal interfaces co-exist with dislocations on the same location. 

Table 6. Influence of the prior austenitic grain size on the density of trapping sites, Nt, calculated for low and high 

trap occupancy levels 

PAGS 

[µm] 

Nt [sites/m3] 

Equation (4) Equation (6) Average 

20  2.56×1025 1.45×1025 2.01×1025 

150 3.61×1025 2.42×1025 3.02×1025 

 

3.5 Influence of plastic deformation  

The successive transients obtained from the permeation tests performed on the 42CrMo4_700 steel grade 

with plastic deformations of 0%, 10% and 20% are shown in Fig. 11, while the corresponding values of 

Dapp and C0app are given in Table 7. Note that Dapp does not reach a stable value until the final transients and 

C0app can only be calculated in those last build-up transients. Additionally, Fig. 12 shows, as in the previous 

cases, the evolution of the apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient in terms of the applied cathodic current 

density.  

I 

II 

III 
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Fig. 11. Stepped permeation transients for 42CrMo4: plastic deformations of 0%, 10% and 20%.                                                   

Applied Jc: 0.5+0.5+1+1+1 mA/cm2 

Table 7. Influence of plastic deformation in stepped permeation transients. Test: 0.5+0.5+1+1+1+1+1 mA/cm2. 

Current density, Jc; steady-state permeation current density, apparent diffusion coefficient of each permeation 

transient, Dapp; and apparent subsurface hydrogen concentration on the charging side of the specimen, C0app 

Permeation 

transient 

Jc 

[mA/cm2] 

εp=0% εp=10% εp=20% 

Dapp 

[m2/s] 

C0app 

[ppm] 

Dapp 

[m2/s] 

C0app 

[ppm] 

Dapp 

[m2/s] 

C0app 

[ppm] 

1 0.5 2.2×10-10 --- 5.6×10-11 --- 2.8×10-11 --- 

2 1 5.0×10-10 --- 1.4×10-10 --- 8.2×10-11 --- 

3 2 6.0×10-10 --- 2.3×10-10 --- 1.3×10-10 --- 

4 3 8.2×10-10 2.33 3.1×10-10 --- 1.8×10-10 --- 

5 4 8.7×10-10 2.65 4.3×10-10 5.00 2.4×10-10 --- 

6 5 --- --- 4.3×10-10 5.72 3.0×10-10 6.66 

7 6 --- --- --- --- 3.3×10-10 6.74 

 

The apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient, Dapp, measured under all the cathodic current densities 

decreases with increasing plastic deformation, due to the increase of the dislocation density, which hinders 

diffusion of hydrogen through the steel microstructure. Plastic deformation provides a cellular dislocation 

distribution, in which dislocation in cell walls increase and cell size decreases with the applied deformation 

[20, 31, 55]. This effect is quite evident for the first transient in which hydrogen atoms fill the 

microstructural traps present in the steel, where a decrease of nearly an order of magnitude was observed 

in Dapp between the base steel and the 20% plastically deformed steel. Moreover, the measured lattice 

hydrogen diffusion coefficient when most of the traps are filled, DL, respectively decreases from a value of 

8.7×10-10 m2/s for the base steel to 4.3×10-10 m2/s and 3.2×10-10 m2/s when the steel is plastically deformed 

10 and 20%. 
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Fig. 12. Evolution of the apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient, Dapp, vs. the applied cathodic current density, Jc. 

42CrMo4_700 with plastic deformation of 0, 10 and 20% 

Similarly to the evolution of Dapp and DL, the apparent subsurface hydrogen concentration on the charging 

side of the specimen, C0app, and trap density, Nt, also increases with plastic deformation, as can be seen in 

Table 8, due to the increase in structural defects, mainly dislocations, which act as reversible hydrogen 

traps. The values of Nt obtained using Equations (4) and (6) also present quite similar results except in the 

case of the 20% plastically deformed steel, in which a something higher value was calculated using 

Equation (6). Nonetheless, it should be recalled here than an approximate single trap binding energy, Eb, of 

27 kJ/mol was employed in Equation (4) and the result obtained using this equation is highly dependent on 

the selected Eb value. Average Nt values are also presented in Table 8. 

Table 8. Influence of plastic deformation on the reversible trap density, Nt, calculated for low and high trap 

occupancy levels 

Plastic deformation 

[%] 

C0app 

[ppm] 

Nt [sites/m3] 

Equation (4) Equation (6) Average 

0 2.33 2.56×1025 1.45×1025 2.01×1025 

10 5.00 6.27×1025 6.26×1025 6.27×1025 

20 6.74 1.00×1026 1.13×1026 1.06×1026 

 

Fig. 13 shows the relationship between the steel hardness, HV, the value of the apparent hydrogen diffusion 

coefficient, Dapp, for low trap occupancy (first permeation transient using 0.5 mA/cm2), the lattice hydrogen 

diffusion coefficient, DL, when the microstructural traps are saturated with hydrogen (last permeation 

transient) and the value of the apparent sub-surface hydrogen concentration on the charging side of the 

specimen, C0app, when the specimen has reached saturation (last transient). Note the good correlation 

obtained between the aforementioned permeation properties and the hardness of the different steel grades, 

as this basic mechanical property provides an indirect measure of the dislocation density, which is the 

structural parameter that governs hydrogen diffusion and trapping in martensitic steels. 
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Fig. 13. Relationship between the hardness HV, lattice and apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficients, DL, Dapp and 

apparent cathodic hydrogen concentration, C0app 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Additionally, Fig. 14(a) shows the relationship between the true plastic strain, εp, and the average density 

of hydrogen trap sites, Nt. The results showed in this figure are in line with those obtained by other authors. 

Works reported in [56,57] are based on permeation tests, while [58] obtained their results assuming one 

trap per atomic plane threaded by a dislocation. It is also known that different steels have different trap 

densities based on their specific microstructures, as can be appreciated when the initial value at εp=0 is 

compared (data from [56] are based in a refined iron, while [57] used a carbon steel).  

On the other side, Fig. 14(b) shows a good linear fitting between the density of trapping sites and steel 

hardness, because hydrogen trapping in quenched and tempered steels is mainly due to dislocations, as it 

was already mentioned.  
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(a) 

 

(b) 

Fig. 14. (a) Trap density, Nt, versus plastic strain, εp. Results from Kumnick and Johnson [56], Huang et al. [57] and 

Sofronis et al. [58] are also included in the figure; (b) Relationship between hardness HV and the average reversible 

trap density, Nt (linear regression) 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The microstructure of a 42CrMo4 steel which was quenched after austenitized at 845ºC for 40 min and 

tempered at 700°C for 2 h consisted of tempered martensite (PAGS of 20 µm and a hardness of 207 HV), 

characterized by martensitic laths and packets and profuse precipitation of Fe,Cr-rich carbides. Plastic 

deformations of 10% and 20% were applied, increasing the hardness of the steel up to 244 HV and 259 HV, 

respectively. Furthermore, quenching the steel from a higher austenitizing temperature (1200ºC instead of 

845ºC) gave rise to a coarser and more distorted martensitic structure, with a PAGS of around 150 µm and 

a hardness of 230 HV, with higher internal stresses and hence higher dislocation density. 

Due to trapping phenomenon, a single value for the hydrogen diffusion coefficient, D, is not representative 

of permeation performance. In this case, the relationship between trap occupancy and the apparent diffusion 

coefficient, Dapp, was determined by means of stepped build-up transients. In the first transient, when the 

hydrogen traps are empty, the Dapp coefficient reaches a minimum value, increasing as the traps are 

progressively filled, until saturation is completed and the lattice hydrogen diffusion coefficient, DL, of the 

steel is reached. 

The apparent hydrogen diffusion coefficient, Dapp, decreases and trapping density increases with increasing 

plastic deformation, due to the multiplication of dislocation density, which hinders diffusion of hydrogen 

through the steel microstructure. On the other hand, the coarse-grain microstructure produced via quenching 

the steel from a higher austenitizing temperature has lower Dapp values than the base fine grain steel and 

higher density of hydrogen traps. 

A good linear correlation was obtained between the permeation properties (diffusion coefficients, hydrogen 

absorption capability and density of hydrogen trap sites) and the hardness of the different steel grades, as 

this basic mechanical property provides an indirect measure of the dislocation density in martensitic 

microstructures, which is the structural parameter that governs hydrogen diffusion and trapping in steels. 
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